Caution urged for green card holders leaving U.S.

A foreign national with a United States green card is a Lawful Permanent Resident (LPR). While that provides the privilege of residing in the U.S., it also imposes the responsibility of residing in the U.S.

LPRs sometimes change their minds about wanting to live in the U.S. Work opportunities or family situations may pull or push them abroad. An LPR who leaves the U.S. and does not file for a re-entry permit that allows residence abroad while maintaining green-card status may actually jeopardize their right to return to the U.S.

Some of the laws pertaining to abandonment of green-card status are clear and explicit. For instance, under the U.S. Code of Federal Regulations, after 365 days of continuous abandonment, the green-card holder is deemed to have abandoned their status. The burden of proof is on the government to show that the LPR abandoned status by clear, convincing and unequivocal evidence. The rest of the law relies on subjectivity, as so much of immigration law does.

Abandonment cases are often initiated at ports of entry, when a foreign national is planning to enter the U.S. If a U.S. customs and border protection (CBP) officer determines abandonment may have taken place, they are likely to request the foreign national sign a Form I-407: Abandonment of Lawful Permanent Resident Status. The form reports that the foreign national willingly and voluntarily is abandoning LPR status. If he or she will not sign, they may be told they will be sent to see an immigration judge. If the foreign national still won’t sign, the officer can either institute removal proceedings, or simply admit the LPR if they think an administrative immigration judge may not agree with their assessment.

Therefore, the only two people who can actually abandon LPR status, or cause such an abandonment to happen, are the foreign national and the immigration judge. It is important to note that abandoning LPR status should have no practical impact on a foreign national’s ability to enter the U.S. as a visitor in the future, or to gain LPR status once again in the future. CBP officers do not harbor feelings of rejection on behalf of their jilted nation from former LPRs.

A re-entry permit can stave off issues of abandonment for a while, perhaps long enough to decide in what country the LPR’s future really lies. Practically, it ensures the LPR will not face abandonment, at least not yet. While re-entry permits can be valid for two years, the longer the LPR holds one, the better the chance that the next such permit will be for only one year. The application process is cumbersome, requiring the LPR’s presence in the U.S. at least twice. This process, reduced to an annual requirement, is enough of a discouragement to convince many LPRs to make a firm decision to reside in the U.S., or even to abandon their LPR status altogether. But some others choose to sit on the fence.

Note to the fence-sitters: failure to abandon LPR status can have unintended and potentially costly U.S. tax implications. Generally, LPRs are U.S. taxpayers, meaning they are subject to U.S. income tax on their worldwide income during life, and U.S. estate tax (imposed on the fair market value of an individual’s worldwide assets) at death, whereas non-resident aliens are subject to U.S. income tax only on their U.S. source income, and U.S. estate tax only on their U.S. situs assets (i.e., real and tangible property located in the U.S., stock in U.S. companies, and debts of U.S. persons). If an LPR fails to relinquish their green card and file the requisite I-407, the IRS will likely take the position that the LPR in fact continues to be a U.S. taxpayer.

The solution may not be as simple as filing the I-407 and moving on. If the LPR has held the green card for eight of the prior fifteen tax years, they are deemed to be a long-term green-card holder, and abandoning LPR status makes them an expatriate subject to U.S. expatriation rules. Further, if the LPR’s net worth exceeds $2 million, or if their average income tax liability for the last five years exceeds $157,000 or they fail to certify their compliance with U.S. tax filing requirements for the prior five years, they are a covered expatriate. Covered expatriates fall under the mark-to-market rule. The LPR’s assets, regardless of location, will be deemed to be sold for fair market value on the day before they cease to be an LPR, and they will recognize gains or losses on the deemed sale (net gain on the deemed sale must be below $2 million or not below zero, by $680,000 in 2014—this is an amount that is indexed for inflation). There are no exceptions to the expatriation rules for green-card holders.

We encourage LPRs to make good decisions with proper counsel to ensure best results. Being faced with pressure at a port of entry to sign a form, or putting off deciding until the tax man is two steps from the door, may not afford enough time and consideration for proper decisions and the best outcomes.
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**Warrant**: The average detention is 25 days, at $200 a day

A number of immigration detainees have been held for years, sometimes on no more than the flight-risk issue, and in situations where, for example, their country of origin would not acknowledge them.
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In March, CBC reported the story of Miguel Luna, a failed refugee claimant ordered deported. Mr. Luna, fully compliant with the conditions placed on him by CBSA, attended at their office as asked and agreed to leave voluntarily, but requested another two weeks so he could finish a work contract and pay his taxes. As a result of this reasonable request, he was deemed a “flight risk” and detained for 48 hours until a full detention review could be held.

There is no civilian oversight of CBSA, the agency responsible for detaining and deporting non-citizens. Unlike federal offenders having recourse to the corrections investigator, and offenders and those on remand in provincial facilities having access to general government oversight processes—although these of course vary in effectiveness—immigration detainees rarely have the opportunity or resources to challenge their detention. In rare cases, such as the recent Odasashvili v. Canada (Minister of Citizenship and Immigration) [2014] FCJ No. 317, they make it to Federal Court. In that decision, Justice Russel Zinn excoriates the Minister’s counsel and the division member for misrepresenting and for being misled, respectively. Any immigration counsel will agree that the events of the hearing were far from unusual; what was unusual was Odasashvili’s ability to retain counsel and avoid deportation for long enough for the case to come before the court. This will remain the exception so long as immigration detainees have neither access to habeas corpus nor the protection of meaningful oversight.